
EDINNU 2.0

Our inability to communicate between species lures down the idea of anthropocentricism, where everything is built by and for humans only.
This inability of communication is the roots of our 21st century technology and information and the city, instead of innovating and developing how 
interpecies communication can work, we're more interested in developing communication with outer space being than building communication 
with another species around us.

Division between man and nature becomes very clear, moreover when any species other than human being called “nature” and when this so 
called nature becomes mere resources for modern living, our kind of living.
EDINNU 2.0 is an effort to narrow the communication gap between species, the goal is to get into world of play together as a fellow earth 
dwellers.
The shelter will accomodate mammals, insects, birds, and reptiles endemic to japan's environment.

EDINNU 2.0
CO-HABITING
HETEROSPECIES DREAM



phase 01 
semi zoo - shelter 
-small to medium size  animals 
(accord. to its species)
-domestic one
-tamed one
-maintain-less
-already exist around the area

present - year 10th

phase 02 
free shelter
-medium-large size animals
-medium maintainance
-farmed one
-exotic animals included
-herbivores & omnivores
-need extra works to create 
habitat

year 11th - year 31th 

phase 03 
neo natural habitat 
-the wildest and most aggresive
-nocturnal
-carnivores
-need extra work to create habitat

year 32nd - year 82nd

Chosen Site: Pedestrian Crossing

The road is part of forgotten public space as we know it, we have 
replaced the road which used to be the place of interaction 
between man and its surroundings to honks of motorized 
vehicles and series of traffic signs. The utilitarian has dissolved 
the function of road as public space into mere engines for 
economic development.
The only artifact left from the road that reminds us to the public 
function of the road is the pedestrian sides and the crossing

When the road accomodates people with different speed, some 
can move super fast using motorized vehicle but the pedestrian 
move at relatively slower speed, this has of course guaranteed 
misscommunication between road users. 
Crossing is the only part of the road where motorized vehicles 
slows down to stop while the pedestrian move at relatively low 
speed. Pedestrian Crossing is the only part of the road where at 
some period of time both motorized vehicle and pedestrian 
cross path.

Heterospecies Dream >< Heterospecies Crossing

The program will start from only providing micro habitat for the 
animals to come and live at the shelter, later the shelters will be 
stretched, developed, added to becomes part of the building 
nearby, and when the time is right, the shelter and all the 
animals within will become part of our city and our everyday 
life.
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credits 
all mammals and insects line graphic is created by Yu luck
all reptiles line graphic is created by Parkjisun
except:
the monkey, the cow, the elephent, the dog, and the rooster is created by Anniken 
&amp; Andreas
the squirl  and the frog is created by Saeful Muslim

from the noun project
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AVES SHELTER SECTION

MAMMALS SHELTER SECTION
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